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after getting out of arkham, joker knew that he needed to build up his army and arm them with
explosives to destroy and completely annihilate the city and its citizens. joker then ordered harley to
steal some of freeze's offensive equipment and begin to weaponize the escaped inmates for their
own use, to make them into a killer army to destroy gotham and ultimately destroy batman himself.
once the assault had commenced, joker took control of the inmates in order to have his own army of
supervillains working for him. joker then waited for batman to arrive, knowing that if he were to
reach him first, his plans would be complete. after gotham city's police force had subdued gotham's
populace and sealed off the city's perimeter, batman was finally able to approach arkham, now
under the control of joker, who was also heavily armed and ready to repel any attacks on the facility.
joker saw batman approach and planned to kill him for all the crimes he had committed, with joker's
rage now fully-fueled by his newfound arsenal of freeze's technology, arkham's defenses, and the
fullness of his army and plan, joker once again thought about their past and the origin of their feud
and realized that their long-held conflict was over nothing more than batman's belief that he was
better than joker was, which led to joker's obsession with batman and the fact that batman was
gotham's protector. while it was clear that joker was not a terribly wise individual, joker was able to
see the truth that batman would never allow himself to be an underling, which in turn led to the
batman's obsession with being gotham's protector.
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with his desire to conquer gotham city and possibly beyond, the joker's absence put the dark knight
on edge, causing him to begin to fear for the future of gotham city, as well as the friends he has

come to care about. unable to let the villains control the city and forever remember his failure in the
city, the dark knight swore to himself that he will never again let gotham city fall under the control of

any criminal again. thus, in the wake of the joker's death, batman was finally able to overcome his
depression, and was able to return to the battle to take back gotham city. after the joker's death,

batman quickly recruited many of the city's criminal underworld, including harley quinn and several
of the gotham city impostors, the group of villains who fought alongside the hero during the the dark
knight returns storyline. within weeks of the joker's death, the criminals, now calling themselves the
gotham city impostors, struck, as they were the only hope to successfully take control of gotham city

and finally gain the power they wanted. by the time batman had defeated the joker's most trusted
henchmen (harley quinn, poison ivy, and two-face), scarecrow had finally unleashed his latest fear
gas into the city, attempting to kill all of the remaining police officers and civilians alike, in order to
become the sole ruler of the entire city. the dark knight attempted to stop the maniacal villain, who
had lost his sanity, just as he had lost it in a previous confrontation with batman. however, the joker

was able to physically overpower the hero, but his attack was in vain, as scarecrow was able to
retrieve the joker's body and, with his mind finally reclaimed, he now freed the joker's trapped

psyche. in a twisted fashion, the joker gained full control over his mind and body, sending him on a
manic rampage to destroy all of the criminals throughout the city. 5ec8ef588b
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